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ABSTRACT 10 
Aerosols are key components of the atmosphere and play important roles in many industrial 11 
processes. Because aerosol particles have high surface-to-volume ratios, their surface properties 12 
are especially important. However, direct measurement of the surface properties of aerosol 13 
particles is challenging. In this work, we describe an approach to measure the surface tension of 14 
picoliter volume droplets with surface age <1 ms by resolving their dynamic oscillations in shape 15 
immediately after ejection from a microdroplet dispenser. Droplet shape oscillations are monitored 16 
by highly time resolved (500 ns) stroboscopic imaging, and droplet surface tension is accurately 17 
retrieved across a wide range of droplet sizes (10-25 μm radius) and surface ages (down to ~100 18 
μs). The approach is validated for droplets containing sodium chloride, glutaric acid, and water, 19 
which all show no variation in surface tension with surface age. Experimental results from the 20 
microdroplet dispenser approach are compared to complementary surface tension measurements 21 
of 5-10 μm radius droplets with aged surfaces using a holographic optical tweezers approach and 22 
2 
 
predictions of surface tension using a statistical thermodynamic model. These approaches 23 
combined will allow investigation of droplet surface tension across a wide range of droplet sizes, 24 
compositions, and surface ages. 25 
 26 
INTRODUCTION 27 
 The surface properties of aerosol particles are relevant to a wide range of contexts, 28 
spanning environmental science to industrial processes. The effects of aerosols on clouds and 29 
climate is the largest uncertainty in anthropogenic radiative forcing estimates,1 and uncertainty in 30 
what fraction of atmospheric particles ultimately serve as cloud droplets is an important 31 
contributor. The Köhler equation describes the critical supersaturation in relative humidity 32 
required to successfully grow a cloud droplet and is highly dependent on a particle’s surface 33 
tension, which determines the height of the barrier in supersaturation to cloud droplet activation.2 34 
Therefore, surface tension influences the fraction of atmospheric particles that ultimately grow 35 
into cloud droplets.3,4 Models implicitly assume the surface tension at cloud droplet activation is 36 
equivalent to that of pure water, but this assumption has not been rigorously tested. Modification 37 
of the surface tension value to one consistent with those of surfactant solutions could affect 38 
radiative forcing by as much as 1.1 W·m-2.5 Mounting evidence indicates atmospheric particles 39 
contain surface active and other molecules that lower the surface tension.6–12 Surface composition 40 
also impacts the transport of molecules across the particle-air interface. For instance, long-chain 41 
acids and alcohols can form condensed films on droplets and impede water evaporation,13,14 which 42 
has relevance to the timescales for these droplets to reach thermodynamic equilibrium with their 43 
surroundings. Moreover, the droplet-air interface is known to be reactive,15–17 highlighting the 44 
importance of resolving interfacial composition.  45 
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Despite the importance of the particle surface, a direct understanding of surface properties 46 
is very challenging for several reasons.18 First, individual aerosol particles, due to their small size, 47 
have very little mass, so collection of large numbers of particles is required to make a macroscopic 48 
solution measurement of surface tension.6,7,12 Collection is made especially challenging because 49 
aerosols are highly dynamic systems that rapidly respond to environmental conditions. There are 50 
also dispersions in size and composition, so collected aerosol surface properties represent average 51 
properties across a population rather than the properties of an individual particle. Second, it is not 52 
always clear whether macroscopic solution measurements directly translate to microscopic 53 
particles owing to the high surface-to-volume ratios inherent to aerosol. As the surface-to-volume 54 
ratio increases (i.e. droplet size decreases), a larger fraction of surface active molecules in the 55 
droplet must partition to the surface. The result is that the bulk concentration can be reduced 56 
relative to a comparable macroscopic solution, and surface tension is higher than in the 57 
corresponding macroscopic solution.19–23 Third, aerosols can access compositions and phases 58 
inaccessible in macroscopic solutions (e.g. supersaturated solute states, glassy phases). Although 59 
approaches exist to predict surface tension beyond the bulk solubility limit, limited surface tension 60 
measurements in this concentration regime have been reported.24,25 As a consequence of these 61 
challenges, direct measurements of droplet surface tension are required to validate model 62 
predictions in supersaturated solute concentration regimes and to quantify the partitioning behavior 63 
of surface active molecules. 64 
Broadly, two approaches exist to directly measure the surface tension of individual picoliter 65 
aerosol droplets. One approach uses Atomic Force Microscopy to quantify the surface tension of 66 
micron and submicron particles deposited on a substrate.26,27 The approach measures the retention 67 
force between a nanoneedle and liquid droplet, which can then be related to the surface tension. 68 
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The benefit of this approach is the ability to access particle sizes of atmospheric interest. The 69 
drawbacks are that particles must be collected onto a substrate and that particle viscosity can also 70 
affect the retrieved force profile, complicating measurement interpretation.27 Another set of 71 
approaches is defined by monitoring spontaneous or induced oscillations in an airborne droplet.28–72 
30 For example, we have previously developed an approach to measure directly picoliter droplet 73 
surface tension through coalescence of two optically trapped droplets.24,25,31 Others have examined 74 
spontaneous oscillations in an optically trapped droplet.32 A benefit of stably trapping a droplet for 75 
long time periods is that equilibrium surface composition is usually achieved. Other methods to 76 
investigate the surface properties of picoliter droplets study their oscillations shortly after ejection 77 
from a microdroplet dispenser.33–38 A benefit of studying freshly formed surfaces is that dynamic 78 
partitioning processes can be resolved. Dynamic processes at the droplet interface may affect an 79 
atmospheric particle’s activity as a cloud condensation nucleus.12 80 
In this paper, we describe an approach to resolve the surface tension of 10-25 μm radius 81 
picoliter droplets with surface age <1 ms by reproducible droplet ejection from a microdroplet 82 
dispenser. The novel aspect relative to previously reported approaches33–38 is that we explore a 83 
much larger parameter space, investigating a wider range of particle size, oscillation time, and 84 
chemical composition than previous studies. In addition, we examine in detail measurement-to-85 
measurement reproducibility across all parameters, with an aim to develop this approach into a 86 
robust platform to investigate the dynamic surface tension of fresh droplet surfaces across a wide 87 
size range. The systems investigated with the microdroplet dispenser approach (water, glutaric 88 
acid, sodium chloride, and various mixtures) are compared to surface tension measurements made 89 
on aged surfaces of 5-10 μm radius droplets using holographic optical tweezers24,25 and to 90 
statistical thermodynamic model predictions.25 Combined, the fresh surface and aged surface 91 
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approaches allow surface tension measurement across different timescales, length scales, and 92 
concentration regimes, and will permit robust investigation of time dependent and equilibrium 93 
surface tension measurements for picoliter volume aerosol droplets. 94 
 95 
METHODS 96 
Two complementary experimental approaches were utilized to measure the surface 97 
tensions of picoliter volume droplets. Both approaches rely on excitation of droplet oscillatory 98 
modes to retrieve surface tension. Although the details of each approach will be further discussed, 99 
the salient differences in these approaches are illustrated pictorially in Fig. 1. The first approach 100 
utilizes microdroplet dispensers to produce droplets with surface ages <1 ms (Fig. 1a). For 101 
comparison, the shortest timescales accessible to bulk solution approaches that measure dynamic 102 
surface tension (e.g. bubble pressure tensiometry) are typically ~10 ms. The second approach 103 
utilizes holographic optical tweezers to examine droplets that have been allowed several tens of 104 
seconds for their surfaces to age, usually reaching their equilibrium surface composition before 105 
measurement (Fig. 1b). These two approaches are complementary, allowing comparison of fresh 106 
and aged droplet surface compositions. 107 
As shown in Fig. 1, both approaches retrieve surface tension through examination of 108 
damped shape oscillations that are excited either by pulsing a droplet from a dispenser (Fig. 1a) or 109 
by coalescence of two droplets (Fig. 1b). The frequency of these oscillations gives the droplet 110 





   (1) 112 
where a is the droplet radius, ρ is the droplet density, and ωl is the angular oscillation frequency of 113 
a given mode order l. In these studies, only l=2 modes were used to retrieve droplet surface tension. 114 
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Fresh droplet surface measurements. As shown in Fig. 1a the surface tension of newly 115 
formed droplets (i.e. droplets with surface ages <1 ms) was studied through analysis of the rapid 116 
surface oscillations apparent in droplets produced by a microdroplet dispenser. The experimental 117 
approach is illustrated in Fig. 2. All measurements were performed at room temperature. A 118 
repeating voltage pulse was applied to a piezo microdroplet dispenser (MicroFab MJ-ABP-01) 119 
filled with a desired solution in order to dispense at 10 Hz a stream of uniform individual droplets. 120 
The size of a dispensed droplet was controlled by the amplitude, duration, and shape of the voltage 121 
pulse, and typically ranged from 10 to 25 μm radius. Ejection from the dispenser excites surface 122 
oscillatory modes in the droplet, which were monitored using stroboscopic imaging. A white light 123 
LED (Nichia NSPW500GS-K1) was pulsed for 500 ns at a user-controlled delay time after the 124 
voltage pulse that dispensed the droplet. As the LED delay time was incremented forwards, the 125 
temporal evolution in droplet shape was imaged with a camera (JAI GO-2400M-USB) mounted 126 
on a microscope objective (Optem 28-21-11, M Plan APO 20X). Custom written software 127 
(LabVIEW) automatically identified the droplet in the 8-bit greyscale image and calculated the 128 
size and aspect ratio. The droplet was identified by comparing the value of each pixel in the image 129 
against a threshold value. Sufficiently large groupings of darker pixels were identified as a droplet 130 
and isolated from the background. A box was superimposed around the image of the droplet to 131 
calculate the height and width, in pixels, as shown in Fig. 2b. The droplet aspect ratio (ay/ax) was 132 
determined as the ratio of the height (ay) to the width (ax), and the droplet radius was calculated 133 
from the width once it relaxed to spherical shape (ay/ax=1). The droplet radius was converted from 134 
pixels to SI units by multiplying the number of pixels by their measured length scale. The pixel 135 
length scale (typically 0.172 μm·pixel-1) was calibrated before each measurement using a graticule. 136 
Due to the short measurement timescale, solvent evaporation from the droplet (e.g. water loss) is 137 
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minimal. Therefore, the droplet radius retrieved at the end of the oscillation is equivalent to the 138 
size of the droplet at the start of the measurement. Calibration measurements using a water droplet 139 
were performed before each salt solution experiment to ensure the correct threshold limit had been 140 
set on the camera, giving accurate determination of the droplet size and extraction of the correct 141 
water surface tension (73 mN·m-1). The stroboscopic imaging approach relies on highly 142 
reproducible production of dispensed droplets. In the measurements, continuous imaging at a fixed 143 
time delay following droplet ejection produced a static droplet image, indicating stability in both 144 
size and velocity from one dispensed droplet to the next. In a typical experiment to characterize a 145 
single droplet’s progression in shape, over 500 different but identical droplet generation events 146 
were studied. The stability of droplet production by this approach has been noted previously.39–41 147 
Upon droplet generation, multiple surface oscillatory mode orders (e.g. l = 2, l = 3, etc.) 148 
are observed. Because higher order (l > 2) modes damp out quickly, droplet aspect ratios were 149 
retrieved only after these higher order modes relaxed (typically ~10-60 μs depending on droplet 150 
size and oscillatory energy). Droplet aspect ratios were retrieved from each individual image as 151 
the strobe delay time was systematically increased in intervals of between 0.1 – 1 μs. As shown in 152 
Fig. 2c, droplet aspect ratios were plotted against the strobe delay time, resulting in a characteristic 153 
damped oscillator. The angular oscillation frequency was retrieved by applying the Fast Fourier 154 
Transform (FFT) to the plot of aspect ratio against delay time. As illustrated in Fig. 2d, the peak 155 
position of the oscillatory frequency was retrieved by fitting the power spectrum to a Lorentzian 156 
line shape. An alternative, equivalent approach is to fit the experimental data to a damped oscillator 157 
equation. Note that the linewidth of the Lorentzian also provides information about the droplet 158 
viscosity, which for all studied droplets was ~1-5 mPa·s. The droplet viscosity does not 159 
substantially affect the frequency of the droplet oscillations, instead only impacting the rate at 160 
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which the oscillations decay away. The uncertainties in the peak oscillatory frequency (arising 161 
from the goodness of fit between the FFT data and the Lorentzian line shape) and in the droplet 162 
radius (assumed to be the greater of either the pixel length scale or the standard deviation in droplet 163 
radii measured from successive images) were propagated in the calculation of the surface tension. 164 
The uncertainty in the droplet radius is the dominant factor governing the uncertainty in the 165 
extracted surface tension. As will be demonstrated later, this approach allows retrieval of droplet 166 
surface tension with a typical uncertainty of around ±2 mN·m-1. 167 
Aged droplet surface measurement. As illustrated in Fig 1b, the holographic optical 168 
tweezers approach allows measurement of droplet surface tensions where the droplet surfaces have 169 
been provided time to age and potentially reach their equilibrium state. This approach has been 170 
described in detail previously.24,25,31,42 Briefly, droplets 5-10 μm radius produced from a medical 171 
nebulizer (Omron NE U22) were captured in two optical traps formed by dynamically shaping the 172 
phase front of a 532 nm continuous wave laser (Laser Quantum, Opus 3W) with a spatial light 173 
modulator (SLM, Hamamatsu, X10468). The laser beam was expanded to fill the SLM display 174 
and was conjugated to the back focal plane of a high numerical aperture microscope objective 175 
(Olympus ACH, 100×/1.25, oil). The separation of the optical traps was controlled by a pre-176 
calculated sequence of kinoforms, and the rate at which the kinoforms were changed was user-177 
controlled. Once the trap separation was sufficiently small, the droplets coalesced into one 178 
composite droplet. The droplet position was monitored with a camera (Dalsa Genie HM 640, 179 
CMOS) and illuminated with a high powered LED (Thorlabs, 470 nm). Inelastically backscattered 180 
(Raman) light was directed to a 0.5 m focal length spectrograph (Princeton Instruments, Acton 181 
Spectra Pro SP-2500), dispersed by a 1200 grooves·mm-1 grating onto a Peltier cooled CCD. The 182 
Raman spectrum from a spherical droplet consists of a broad spontaneous Raman band with 183 
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stimulated signal at wavelengths commensurate with whispering gallery modes.43 From the 184 
stimulated Raman signal, the composite droplet radius, refractive index, and wavelength 185 
dispersion can be determined with accuracies better than 2 nm, 0.0005, and 3×10-8 cm, 186 
respectively.44 Elastic backscattered light was collected using a silicon photodetector (Thorlabs, 187 
DET 110) and recorded with a low-load, 12 bit analog-to-digital converter resolution, 2.5 GS·s−1 188 
sample rate oscilloscope (LeCroy, HDO 6034-MS). Collection of backscattered light was triggered 189 
by an increase in signal due to coalescence. Droplet shape oscillations were resolved from the 190 
time-dependent changes in elastic backscattered light intensity.24,31 Surface tensions retrieved by 191 
this approach are typically accurate to ±1 mN·m-1.24 As shown in Fig. 1b, after trapping the two 192 
precursor droplets, it typically requires several tens of seconds to initiate coalescence, allowing 193 
sufficient time for the droplet surfaces to age and reach their equilibrium state. Once coalescence 194 
is initiated, the damped oscillations occur on timescales of 10-100 μs, and it is at this time that 195 
droplet surface tension is retrieved. Although coalescence decreases the total surface area of the 196 
droplets (two smaller droplets forming one larger droplet with lower total surface area), it is 197 
assumed that the small change in composite droplet surface area does not substantially remove the 198 
droplet surface composition from equilibrium for the systems studied here. 199 
Statistical thermodynamic model. Experimentally measured droplet surface tensions were 200 
compared to a statistical thermodynamic model. This model has been described in detail previously 201 
and is only summarized here.25 Using adsorption isotherms at the interface and statistical 202 
mechanics, a previously developed surface tension model by Boyer et al. successfully treated 203 
multicomponent aqueous solutions.25 The model worked equally well for mixtures containing 204 
water-soluble organics, electrolytes, and both organics and electrolytes. The theoretical framework 205 
extended a prior binary model by Wexler and Dutcher.45 In the binary model development, the 206 
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surface is populated with water molecules, which represent the adsorption sites. Solutes adsorb to 207 
the surface and displace r water molecules, where r is a model parameter associated with the size 208 
of the solute molecule. The resulting expression is  209 





1 − 𝐾𝑎𝑠(1 − 𝐶)
)                                                 (2) 210 
where 𝜎𝑤 is the surface tension of pure water, k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature, 𝑆𝑤 is 211 
the projected area of one water molecule (0.01 nm2), and 𝑎𝑠 is the solute activity. The remaining 212 
model parameters are K, which is a bulk energy term, and C, which represents the equilibrium 213 
surface-bulk partitioning of solute molecules. For inorganic electrolytes, r is a negative value, 214 
indicating that water molecules are promoted to the surface, rather than displaced from the surface.  215 
In the ternary model, two arbitrary solutes compete for interfacial sorption sites with equal 216 
probability. Each model parameter (r, K, and C) is decoupled so the two solutes are assigned 217 
parameters from the binary model. The resulting system of equations and computational methods, 218 
as well as model extension to an arbitrary number of solutes, are discussed in Boyer et al.25 219 
Multicomponent model predictions do not require additional parameters but are instead produced 220 
from the previously known binary treatments and ternary model expressions. Therefore, when 221 
there are known parameters that work well for binary data, surface tensions at any solute ratio are 222 
available. Single solute data are more commonly reported in the literature than mixture data. This 223 
model agrees well with ternary mixture data when they are available, as well as provides 224 
predictions where data are not available.25 225 
 226 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 227 
 To characterize the range and reproducibility of the fresh droplet surface approach, the 228 
surface tensions of pure water droplets, glutaric acid-water droplets, and sodium chloride-water 229 
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droplets were investigated as a function of droplet size and time after ejection from the 230 
microdroplet dispenser. Figure 3a shows the droplet aspect ratio plotted against delay time for a 231 
24 μm radius pure water droplet. In this plot, time t=0 s is defined as the moment the voltage pulse 232 
is applied to the microdroplet dispenser, with subsequent time points determined by the user-233 
imposed delay between application of the voltage pulse and the stroboscopic imaging. Aspect 234 
ratios are only collected after ~150 μs because at earlier time points the droplet has either not yet 235 
separated from the liquid jet produced by the dispenser, or, immediately after separation, higher 236 
order surface oscillations are operative and complicate retrieval of droplet aspect ratios. As 237 
expected, droplet shape proceeds through damped oscillations that relax after ~550 μs. 238 
The surface tension retrieved using the droplet oscillation method is the average of the 239 
droplet surface tension during the time period over which the aspect ratio data are Fast Fourier 240 
transformed. As the droplet undergoes several periods of oscillation before the l = 2 oscillatory 241 
mode relaxes, it is possible to systematically shorten the aspect ratio data set that is Fast Fourier 242 
transformed by removing early data points. This process provides information about any dynamic 243 
processes that may be occurring during oscillation which would lead to a change in surface tension 244 
(e.g. diffusion of surface active molecules to the droplet-air interface), as well as providing 245 
guidance on the quality of aspect ratio data required for accurate surface tension retrieval (e.g. 246 
number of shape oscillations that must be monitored). Figure 3b shows the Lorentzian line shapes 247 
fitted to the FFT of the droplet aspect ratio plot in Fig. 3a, with each color trace showing the result 248 
when only aspect ratio data to the right of the corresponding colored dotted line in Fig. 3a are 249 
included in the FFT. For example, the red trace in Fig. 3b shows the Lorentzian fit to the FFT of 250 
the aspect ratio plot from 208 μs to 608 μs, whereas the purple trace in Fig. 3b shows the Lorentzian 251 
fit to the FFT of the aspect ratio plot from 415 μs to 608 μs for the same droplet. If diffusion or 252 
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adsorption processes are operative near the surface during the timescale of droplet shape 253 
oscillation, one would expect the frequency retrieved from the FFT and the corresponding surface 254 
tension to change as the early time points of the aspect ratio plot are removed. In Fig. 3b, although 255 
the magnitude of the peak reduces as the number of data points analyzed decreases, the central 256 
frequency remains roughly constant. 257 
Figure 3c shows retrieved water droplet surface tensions for different portions of the aspect 258 
ratio dataset. The x-axis reports the droplet surface age. In this work, creation of a new droplet 259 
surface is considered complete when the droplet separates itself from the jet emanating from the 260 
microdroplet dispenser (pinch off time). This moment is assigned a surface age of t=0 s and all 261 
calculations of surface age are referenced to this point. Voltage pulses to the dispenser that produce 262 
only a single droplet per pulse (resulting in a dispenser meniscus age of 100 ms for a 10 Hz 263 
dispensing frequency) and voltage pulses producing a stream of up to six droplets per pulse 264 
(meaning the meniscus was refreshed every 50–100 s) were examined in this study. No 265 
differences were found in the behavior of the two types of droplets when the surface age was 266 
defined relative to the pinch off time. Therefore, we ignore any consideration of the age of the 267 
dispenser meniscus when discussing the droplet surface age. In Fig. 3c the x-value uncertainty bar 268 
denotes the surface age range over which the aspect ratio data were Fast Fourier transformed to 269 
give the plotted surface tension value. Regardless of the surface age range included in the FFT, the 270 
droplet surface tension was always within error of the expected value of 73 mN·m-1. Figure 3 271 
therefore demonstrates we can accurately retrieve the surface tension of a water droplet to within 272 
2 mN·m-1 and that only a few shape oscillations are required to accurately retrieve surface tension. 273 
In the results that follow, reported surface tension values are calculated from Fast Fourier 274 
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Transforming the maximum number of droplet oscillations possible to minimize the uncertainty 275 
in the retrieved oscillation frequency. 276 
We now explore size and time dependencies of surface tension for droplets containing 277 
either glutaric acid and water, or sodium chloride and water. These systems are chosen because 278 
they give different trends in surface tension with increasing concentration (glutaric acid reduces 279 
surface tension, whereas sodium chloride increases surface tension) and they are model 280 
compounds for atmospheric aerosols like organic matter (glutaric acid) and sea salt (sodium 281 
chloride). Figure 4a shows the droplet aspect ratio for a 21 m radius glutaric acid-water droplet 282 
containing 0.010 solute mole fraction. Similar to Fig. 3a, the aspect ratio data were systematically 283 
shortened to evaluate the surface age dependence of the droplet’s surface tension. Figure 4b shows 284 
that no obvious time dependence to surface tension is observed, consistent with expectations as 285 
glutaric acid is not a surfactant. Figure 4c shows the retrieved surface tensions for sodium chloride-286 
water (0.062 solute mole fraction) and glutaric acid-water (0.090 solute mole fraction) droplets as 287 
a function of droplet radius. For each system, individual data points are produced from the same 288 
initial solution (i.e. same solute concentration). Droplet size was changed by modifying the voltage 289 
pulse applied to the microdroplet dispenser. As expected, the sodium chloride-water and glutaric 290 
acid-water droplets have very different surface tensions (77 mN·m-1 for sodium chloride-water 291 
droplets, 54 mN·m-1 for glutaric acid-water droplets) that are clearly resolvable. There are also no 292 
size dependencies to the surface tension measurements. A size dependent surface tension would 293 
be expected only if surface-bulk partitioning were operative for these systems, as the surface-to-294 
volume ratios would change with droplet size. A smaller droplet has a larger surface-to-volume 295 
ratio, potentially requiring a larger fraction of total surface active material in the droplet to partition 296 
to the surface.20,23 Although glutaric acid has some surface propensity, it is not a surfactant, and 297 
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we do not observe any size dependence. These results are also consistent with equilibrium surface 298 
tension measurements previously reported using the holographic optical tweezers approach.24,25  299 
 The above discussion demonstrates the microdroplet dispenser approach reproducibly 300 
provides accurate surface tension measurements across a range of droplet radii spanning ~10 μm 301 
to 25 μm. We next investigate the dependencies of surface tension on solute identity across a range 302 
of compositions and concentrations, examining binary mixtures of glutaric acid-water and sodium 303 
chloride-water, as well as several ternary sodium chloride-glutaric acid-water mass mixtures. The 304 
experimental results using the fresh droplet surface approach are compared to aged surface 305 
measurements using holographic optical tweezers and statistical thermodynamic model 306 
predictions. These results are presented in Fig. 5. Closed circles represent the microdroplet 307 
dispenser (fresh droplet surface) approach, open triangles represent holographic optical tweezers 308 
(aged droplet surface) approach, and solid lines represent model predictions. The uncertainty bars 309 
associated with each data point correspond to an average of at least three separate measurements, 310 
with the fresh droplet surface measurements also including the uncertainty in surface tension 311 
arising from the error in droplet radius. Extensive concentration dependent measurements were 312 
performed for binary sodium chloride-water (blue) and glutaric acid-water (red) systems using the 313 
microdroplet dispenser approach. The binary model parameters were identified by fitting available 314 
bulk solution data measured by Wilhelmy plate.46 Surface tension predictions in the supersaturated 315 
regime accessible with optical tweezers were successfully predicted with the model for both NaCl 316 
and glutaric acid binary solutions, as shown in previous work.25 Fresh droplet surface 317 
measurements for the sodium chloride-water system show excellent agreement with previously 318 
published holographic optical tweezers measurements and statistical thermodynamic model 319 
predictions, with all measurements and predictions within ~2.5 mN·m-1.24,25 Similarly, good 320 
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agreement is observed among all approaches for the glutaric acid-water system, with similar levels 321 
of agreement. 322 
Several different mass mixtures were also examined. For a given solute mass ratio, only 323 
one concentration was studied experimentally with the microdroplet dispenser approach. However, 324 
more extensive, concentration dependent measurements were performed using the holographic 325 
optical tweezers approach, maintaining a constant solute mass ratio throughout measurements 326 
while changing the total concentration (sum of mole fractions). The model predictions span a 327 
concentration range from infinitely dilute to far past the solubility and measurement limits. The 328 
parameters applied to the mixture model originate from the binary model, requiring no further 329 
parametrization for ternary solutions. The model predicts surface tension by allowing the organic 330 
and electrolytes to compete for surface adsorption sites with equal probability. For the 1:1 mass 331 
ratio sodium chloride:glutaric acid system, for which holographic optical tweezers measurements 332 
and model predictions were previously reported,25 the microdroplet dispenser measurements agree 333 
quantitatively with the holographic optical tweezers aged surface measurements and match closely 334 
with model predictions. We also report both fresh and aged droplet surface measurements for two 335 
previously unpublished systems: 4:1 mass ratio sodium chloride:glutaric acid and 16:1 mass ratio 336 
sodium chloride:glutaric acid. The agreement between measurements and the model prediction is 337 
remarkable considering the very low glutaric acid fraction in the system as well as the relatively 338 
small (<5 mN·m-1) differences in surface tension for these two systems. The slight (~5 mN·m-1) 339 
disagreement between the holographic optical tweezers measurements and model predictions at 340 
very low solute mole fractions for the 4:1 mass ratio system is because at such low concentrations, 341 
the water activity is very large and stable optical trapping of droplets is more challenging.  342 
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The close agreement between the fresh surface (microdroplet dispenser) and aged surface 343 
(holographic optical tweezers) measurements highlights the rapid equilibration of droplet surfaces 344 
at sub-millisecond timescales. The uniformity in surface tension across a wide range of length 345 
scales is also notable. The holographic optical tweezers approach measures a smaller droplet size 346 
range (5-10 μm radius) than the microdroplet dispenser approach (10-25 μm radius). The model 347 
treats the droplet as a surface and therefore does not consider size dependent effects. The 348 
agreement among all approaches indicates that, at least for these non-surfactant-containing 349 
systems and droplet sizes, bulk predictions or measurements of surface tension are appropriate. 350 
However, it is worth highlighting that the holographic optical tweezers approach, owing to its 351 
ability to let droplets equilibrate over time to ambient conditions, can access supersaturated solute 352 
states well beyond the solubility limit. Such measurements permit testing of models in previously 353 
untestable concentration regimes. In Fig. 5, the sodium chloride-water droplets beyond 0.113 354 
solute mole fraction and the glutaric acid-water droplets beyond 0.147 solute mole fraction are in 355 
the supersaturated solute regime and match well with model predictions. For the microdroplet 356 
dispenser approach, the timescales for stable droplet formation and oscillation are too short to 357 
allow sufficient mass transfer (e.g. water evaporation) to reach such supersaturated solute states. 358 
However, the microdroplet dispenser approach can more easily study very dilute systems 359 
(including pure water, Fig. 3) which is significantly more challenging in the holographic optical 360 
tweezers experiments, as the water activity is too high to stably trap a droplet. In short, although 361 
all three approaches ultimately give the same result, they are in fact highly complementary, 362 
measuring or predicting surface tensions across very different timescales (fresh vs. aged surfaces), 363 
length scales (5 μm radius up to bulk systems), and concentration regimes (infinitely dilute to 364 





 This work describes an approach to measure the surface composition of picoliter volume 368 
droplets with surface age <1 ms. Droplets are ejected from a microdroplet dispenser and imaged 369 
stroboscopically to retrieve the characteristic shape oscillations that describe their surface tension. 370 
This approach is characterized for pure water droplets, binary droplets containing glutaric acid and 371 
water or sodium chloride and water, and ternary sodium chloride-glutaric acid-water droplets at 372 
different solute mass ratios. For the systems studied here, surface tension is accurately retrieved 373 
across a range of droplet radii and droplet surface ages. The fresh surface measurements collected 374 
using the microdroplet dispenser approach are compared to aged surface measurements collected 375 
using a holographic optical tweezers approach, as well as to statistical thermodynamic model 376 
predictions. Excellent agreement is observed among the different methods. The approaches are 377 
highly complementary, spanning different timescales (fresh vs. aged surfaces), length scales (5 μm 378 
radius up to bulk predictions), and concentration regimes (infinitely dilute to supersaturated solute 379 
states). Future work will investigate more complicated surfactant containing systems, where 380 
diffusion rates are slower and surface-bulk partitioning more significant. Previous preliminary 381 
investigations have indicated that the timescales of surfactant partitioning to the surface are of 382 
similar magnitude to the droplet oscillation period.33,34,36–38 Such experiments will identify 383 
timescales and mechanisms for molecular partitioning in picoliter droplets relevant to atmospheric 384 
and industrial contexts. 385 
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Figure 1. Pictorial description of the two experimental approaches used to measure the surface 535 
tension of picoliter volume droplets. For both approaches, surface tension is retrieved from 536 
oscillations in droplet shape. a) The microdroplet dispenser approach produces droplets with 537 
surface age <1 ms. b) The holographic optical tweezers approach measures the surface tension of 538 
droplets with much longer surface ages. 539 




Figure 2. a) Schematic of the microdroplet dispenser approach to study the surface tension of 542 
droplets with fresh surfaces. Droplets are ejected from the dispenser and stroboscopically imaged. 543 
b) After ejection from the microdroplet dispenser, droplets relax to spherical shape by undergoing 544 
damped shape oscillations. c) The droplet aspect ratio is plotted against delay time to visualize the 545 
oscillations. d) A Lorentzian fit to the Fast Fourier Transform of the droplet aspect ratio plot gives 546 





Figure 3. Analysis of a 24 m radius pure water droplet. a) Droplet aspect ratio plotted against 550 
delay time. The data to the right of each vertical dotted line underwent a separate Fast Fourier 551 
Transform and corresponds to individual traces in part b). b) Lorentzian fits to Fast Fourier 552 
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Transforms for various portions of the droplet aspect ratio plot in part a). c) Surface tension of the 553 
water droplet plotted against surface age. The x-uncertainty indicates the droplet surface age range 554 
over which the droplet aspect ratio plot (a) was Fast Fourier Transformed. The dotted line shows 555 
the expected value. 556 




Figure 4. a) Droplet aspect ratio vs. delay time for a 21 m radius glutaric acid-water droplet with 559 
0.01 solute mole fraction. These data were used to obtain the surface tension values plotted in b). 560 
The data to the right of each vertical dotted line underwent a separate Fast Fourier Transform and 561 
27 
 
correspond to individual data points in b), showing no dependence of glutaric acid surface tension 562 
as a function of droplet surface age. The x-uncertainty in b) indicates the portion of the droplet 563 
aspect ratio plot that was Fast Fourier Transformed. c) Glutaric acid-water droplets (0.090 mole 564 
fraction, red symbols) and sodium chloride-water droplets (0.062 mole fraction, blue symbols) 565 
whose surface tensions were studied as a function of droplet radius. Dotted lines show surface 566 
tensions from comparable bulk measurements. 567 




Figure 5. Surface tension plotted against solute mole fraction (xNaCl + xGA) for several different 570 
aqueous sodium chloride:glutaric acid mass ratio systems. Closed symbols represent the 571 
microdroplet dispenser measurements. Open triangles represent holographic optical tweezers 572 
measurements. Solid lines represent statistical thermodynamic model predictions. 573 
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